
CLINCH RIVER BREEDER REACTOR PLANT
George VI. Hardigg

Ladies and Gentlemen, it is exciting to be involved in design and development

of the first liquid-metal fast breeder reactor (LMFBR) demonstration plant

"in the United States, and it is a pleasure to describe it for you today. It

is called the Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant (CRBRP) because of its

location on the Clinch River in Tennessee. i

The Reference Design of the CRBRP has now been defined, and- a report describing

it has been issued. Moreover, conceptual and preliminary designs have reached

ths point others long-lead material for the reactor vessel, core support

structure, and intermediate heat exchangers has been ordered; the reactor j
i

vessel, major-component guard vessels, closure head, and containment vessel \

are in the bidding cycled and a number of equipment specifications are in the \

approval process prior to issue for bid. Baseline schedules have be&n developed ]

to establish a plan for project completion; they call for initial criticality (

by rnid-1982. |

To place the project in its time frame, let me begin with a bit of history. in

the latter part of 1972, the United States Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) and

the Project Management Corporation (PMC) jointly announced selection of the

Advanced Reactors Division (ARD) of Westinghouse Electric Corporation as the

Lead Reactor Manufacturer (LRM) for the CRBRP. Westinghousa was assigned the

prime responsibility for designing and famishing the Nuclear Steam Supply

System (NSSS) of the plant and for assisting PMC in overall planning of the

facility and in conducting the demonstration program.
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Upon execution of the principal contracts among Breeder Reactor Corporation,

Project Management Corporation, Commonwealth Edison Company, Tennessee Valley

Authority, and the AEC in July, 1973, final negotiations for the definitive

contract between PMC and 1-Jestinghouse were initiated, Isading to signing of

the PMC-Westipghouse contract in November, 1973. The contract between AEC

and Westinghouse for supporting technology was signed in oanuary, 1974.

Negotiations regarding tha contracts between Westinghouse and Atomics Inter-

national and General Electric are in final stages, with contract execution

imminent.*

The substantial participation of Atomics International and General Electric

in support of Westinghouse is in keeping with one of the objectives of the

LMF3R demonstration plant program, that of developing a broad base of indus-

trial competence and manufacturing capability for fast breeder plants.

On the basis of a number of factors, principally existing expertise, the

assignments of responsibility were made along the following broad lines:

Westinghousa: overall Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS),

reactor system, and primary heat transport system.

General Electric: intermediate heat transport system and

steam generator systems.

Atomics International: fuel handling system, maintenance, and

auxiliary systems.

Some additional details regarding the division of responsibilities for the

NSSS among the three reactor manufacturers and the architect engineer, Burns
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and Roe Incorporated, are listed in Table 1. Basic design parameters for

the plant are given in Table 2.

» *

Westinghouse, as the lead reactor manufacturer, has the prime responsibility

for designing and supplying the NSSS and assisting PMC regarding balance-of-

plant design, and for conducting the overall demonstration plant program.

Safety Approach

The overall approach for the design is based on conviction that a critically

evaluated functional design is the controlling factor in attaining the desired

high level of safety. Thus, the design provides defense in depth through

inherent reliability and accident prevention, thereby providing protection of

ths public and plant personnel for all foreseeable occurrences. In addition,

capabilities for ensuring public protection against extremely unlikely and

unforeseen circumstances are provided. This safety approach is expressed in

terms of three levels of design.

The first level focuses on reliability of operation and prevention of accidents

through the intrinsic features of tha design, construction, and operation of

the plant, including quality assurance, redundancy, testability, inspactabili ty,

maintainability, and fail-safe features of the components and systems. Some

examples of safety-related design features are: A negative Doppler coefficient

to provide a reliable feedback that results in stable operation, a core restraint

system to position the core and assure that a negative power coefficient exists

for all conditions, a device in each control-rod mechanism to prevent any rapid

outward motion of rods, mechanical interlocks that prevent mislocation of con-

trol and fuel assemblies, independent primary sodium loops to provide reliable
- NOTICE -
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cooling during normal operation, shutdown, and emergency conditions, and

two independent shutdown systems to provide redundancy and diversity in

shutdown capability.

The second Ifcvel focuses on protection against "Anticipated Faults" and

"Unlikely Faults" that might occur despite the care taken in design,

construction, and operation of the plant. This protection will ensure that

the plant is placed in a safe condition following one of these faults.

The third level focuses primarily on determination of events to be classified

as "Extremely Unlikely Faults" and their inclusion in the design basis. These

faults are of such low probability that none are anticipated.

Design Bases

To implement this design approach, design bases have been developed for the

overall plant and for each system or major component. These bases consider

both natural phenomena (seismic, climatic, tornadic, flood) and operational

conditions (normal, anticipated faults, unlikely faults, extremely unlikely

faults) and contribute to assuring that the plant objectives can be met.

The natural phenomena design bases currently in effect for the plant design

are predicted on the most severe conditions that have been historically

reported for the site and the surroundings.
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The design is proceeding on the basis of a Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE)

maximum horizontal ground acceleration of 0.18g. This is consistent with

the design bases, for other TVA nuclear plants in the vicinity and evaluations

end investigations conducted to date at the Clinch River sita to confirm the

• seismic characteristics.

The tornado design bases are consistent with those being applied to other

nuclear plants east of the Great Divida. The tornado wind force is based on

a 360-nri Temper-hour wind, consisting of a combined 290-mph rotational velocity

and 70-mph trans!ationa'l velocity, applied over the full height of the

structures. Also included is a tornado-associated pressure variation of three

psi in three seconds and typical tornado-generated missiles.

The design of the CRSR? includes a plant grade elevation that is above ths

probable maximum flood.

The plant is being designed so that it can be shutdown safely and maintained

in a safe condition in the event of any of these exbrernely unlikely natural

phenomena. For less severe natural phenomena that have a significant pro-

bability of occurring during the plant life, the plant is being designed to

remain operable during the event.

Because the turbine-generator part of the plant is conventional, I am restricting

this paper to the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS)
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Design Decisions

Evolution of the NSSS definitive design is being guided by the PMC design

guidelines shown in condensed form in Table 3. The design relies heavily

on LMFBR development and experience obtained to date, both in the USA and

abroad, especially the first-hand technology and expertise being generated

in design and construction of the FFTF. The guidelines have focused atten-

tion on tha following objectives for the demonstration plant:

Reliability, safety, and ready licensing capability achieved

through the use of a proven technoloc/ base and design simplicity

and practicality.

High plant availability and main' inability, with a high degree

of in-place component inspectability and maintainability.

Minimal environmental effect and impact, and good public

acceptance.

Components prototypical and capable of being extrapolated

to corrcnercial plants.

Demonstration of breeding capability.

Prospect for economic competitiveness of commercial LMFBRs.

In keeping with these guidelines, the design work to date has generated

a number of significant design parameters, the more important of which are

shown in Table 4.
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Plant Structures and Arrangement

Figure 1 shows an artist's concept of the plant.

The principal structures of the plant are in tv/o categories: Nuclear Secern

Supply System and Balance-of-Plant structures. The i;SSS structures ara the

reactor containment building, reactor service building, steam generator

building, control building, and diasei-generator building. The ba'Iance-of-

plant structures are the turbine-generator building, water cooling-tower

complex, plant service building, pump house, power transmission system, gate

house, and displays building. Basic arrangement of the NSSS structure is

shown in Figure 2.

The primary haat transport system layout includes the following piping and

valve features!

36" piping between the reactor and primary pump,

24" piping between the pump and intermediate heat exchanger and the

reactor, with FFTF-type 24" check valves,

No isolation valves in the primary or intermediate loops.

The heat-transfer system is arranged to accommodate tha Atomics Intern*Uoncf!

"hockey stick" (reference design) evaporator and superheater modules.

Provision has been rnada in the building arrangements for incorporation of

improved components, which are being developed under the LMFBR steam generator

development program. Figure 3 shows the general configuration of one of the

three heat transport loops in schematic fashion with the reference temperatures

and flow rates.
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Plant Design Parameters

Thermal-hydraulic and structural design parameters hava been developed and

have baen evaluated through a detailed plant performance analysis. This

* analysis predicts approximately 15-perrent margin for increased plane per-

formance if design uncertainties turn out faborably. Table 5 lists the main

criteria for selection of both the thermal-hydraulic design and operations

performance parameters, and Table 6 shows the values of key reference thermal'

hydraulic'and structural design parameters. Table 6 also shows the expected

nominal values of some of the principal plant parameters under rated power

operating conditions, corresponding to a reactor power generation of 975 M'.jt

and supplying steam at 3,340,000 Ib/hr, 900°F, and 1450 psig at the turbine

throttle. Table 7 lists principal plant characteristics.

Reactor and Reactor Enclosure

The design includes a i-fV-O" cavity diameter to accommodate the 20"-3" inside

diameter 55'-10" long reactor vessel, with a 91 thick vessel support 1-adge.

The undar-the-head refueling approach utilitized involves three rotating plugs

in the reactor closure head, with outside diameters of 63", 176", and 260",

respectively. The head fabrication schedule allows for early completion of the

closure head assembly so that the rotating plugs, bearings, seals, drives,

and other related components can be assembled and tested before installation

at the Clinch River site. Figure 4 shows the main features of the reactor

closure head system, including tha positioning of the refueling rotating

plugs, in and out-of-vessel fuel transfer mechanisms, control-rod drive mechan-

isms, suppressor plate, special head shielding, and stationary outer ring.
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Figure 5 shows the main features of the reference design reactor. All of the

major reactor design decisions iiave been mads. Some of the roars significant

of these are the following:

A total t ip-to-tip length of 163" for all of the core assemblies,

with a 114.6" fuel-rod length, a 48" top-located Mission yas

plenum length for all the fuel rods, all utilizing stain!es^ steel

hexagonal ducts with a 4.76U" dimension across the f la t s ,

Wire-wrap FFTF-type fuel assemblies for the f i rs t core with a

f iss i le fuel loading length of 35" and 14" axial blanket regions

above and below the fissile 'loadings.

First core arrangement comprising 103 assemblies in core Zona 1

and 90 assemblies in core Zone 2, with equivalent cars diameters

of 56.7" and 74.1", respectively; 150 radial blankac assemblies

fueled with depletsd U0-; 324 removable radial shield asiembli-js;

and 19 control assemblies a"

Nineteen boron-carbide control-rod assemblies dispersed throughout

the core, composed of 15 primary rods used for startup, buroup

compensation,and load follow and 4 reds for the independent secon-

dary or safety control sytem,

Provision far in-vessel storage of a few failed or spe?»c fuel

assemblies in a partial single row in the annulus between the

core barrel and the reactor vessel wall,
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Utilization of an out-of-vassel neutron flux monitoring system,

Layouts and design studies hava been completed on the lower

reactor internals, the plenum associated with the core hydraulic

holddown system, the 151"-inside-diameter core barrel, and the
•

in-vesssl fuel assembly storage system,

Layouts and design studies have been completed on the upper

reactor internals, including trade-off studies on hardware design

approaches,

Conceptual design studies have been completed for the fuel handling

and the design interfaces with the closure head, refueling head plugs,

and control-rod drive assemblies, with emphasis on devising out-of-

vessel fuel handling capability for high-hedt-emitting spent fuel

assemblies,

Specifications have bean formulated for shielding internal to the

core barrel to yield acceptable neutron finances in the barrel,

Initial core design based on annual refueling, with approximately

one-third of the fuel assemblies and one-sixth of the blanket

replaced at each refueling at equilibrium.

Table 8 lists values of the principal reactor parameters and nucleonics

performance characteristics for the danonstration plant. The plant's first

core is an oxide fuel core designed with a minimum of changes from that of

the fuel used in the FFTF. In this way, the considerable data obtained on

the FFTF can be utilized so that the design can proceed with the greatest



degree of assurance that tha system will be delivered on ttma, will oper^ts

re l iab ly , and will achieve the gc.il s set for i t with minimum development

effort .

Reactor Operations

Tha maximum linear power of the fuel is only 14.5 KW/ft, while tests have

demonstrated that the fuel could be operated at up to 18 KW/ft. The pitch-

to-diameter ratio of the fuel pins allows for a coolant flow area that uses

less total pressure drop than is available. The additional pressure drop

is taken up in the shielding in the fuel assemblies, but more flow can be

allowed through this shielding without reducing its adequacy. These margins

allow for improved plant capability with improved fuel materials and designs.

Although the first core will be licensed for 975 MWt, the plan!: will be

capable of producing power beyond that level if expected design margins are

realized. As fuel design progresses, it can be assumed that greater amounts

of power can be obtained from the plant.

The initial core will be used for tha first one or two years. Following that

time, it may be replaced in part by fuel assemblies to demonstrats higher

power capability and eventually higher breeding ratios.

Margins provided in the fuel and core structural components of the current

design are imposed by uncertainties in the effects of irradiation-induced

swelling and creep and by the high-temperature environment. During the five-

year demonstration period, operating experience and performance data will
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reduce uncertainties and provide a f i ra basis for establishing the true fuel

cMid component perforrn-jMCG l imits. As a result, less conservative design

margins wi l l be required for advanced fuel and component designs. As advanced

fi'el becG;:i-_'s available, Lasid on designs to increase the breeding rat io ,

'improved structural materials, and less conservative design ffcrgins, i t wi l l

be introduced into later CR3H1J cores to demonstrate improved fuel l i fet ime,

power capability, and breeding rat io.

The five-year demonstration period w i l l be an opportunity to demonstrate the

re l i ab i l i t y , ava i lab i l i ty , and naintainabil ity of a liquid-metal reactor on

a u t i l i t y network operated primarily by u t i l i t y personnel. I t w i l l further

demonstrate the capability of achieving the breeding ratios and power ratings

prototypical of"' the requirements anticipated in cofOTwrc 1 al liquid-msta'i fast

breeders.

Conclusion

He believe that the LHFBH demonstration plant is an important step in

developing the capability to meet this nation's energy needs. There are m

technical problems, but we are steadily solving them.



TABLE ^

DEFINITION OF RESPONSIBILITIES

Overall integration

Reactor and reactor enclosure
systems

Primary sodium heat transport
system

Containment building

Reactor support buildings

Related control and instrumentation
systems

Overall plant control system

Overall plant protection system

FOB THE NUCLEAR ISLAND

Atomies International

Heactor service building

Sodium purification system

Auxiliary liquid metal handling and ser-
vice systems

Containment inerting and fire protection
systems

Liquid metal Isak detection systems

Reactor plant maintenance system

Fuel handling system

Related control and instrumentation
systems

General Electric

Intermediate sodium heat transport
system

Steam generator building

Steam generator system

Steam generator auxiliary hsat
removal system

Related control and instrumentation
systems

Piping and equipment electrical
heating and control system

Bums and Roe

Building electrical power and emergen-
cy power systems

i

j Plant service building

Heating, ventilation, cooling, and air
conditioning

Radioactive waste disposal system

Related control and instrumentation
systems

Overal! structural and oeismtc design

Radiation monitoring
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Design Parameters

Thermal Power

Net Electrical Power

Net Efficiency

Design Life

Refueling Interval

975 MWt

350 tfWe

36%

30 Years

12 Months

Steam Pressure at Turbine
* Throttle 1450 psi
Steam Temperature at
Turbine Throttle 900°F

Number of Primary Loops • 3

Containment Diameter • 186 Feet

Depth Below Operating 'Floor 83 Feet
Height Above Operating Floor 163 Feet
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KEY PLANT DESIGN GUIDELINES

Driver (core) fuel assembly based on Fast Flux Test Reactor (F:FTFJ experience

Minimize thermal transient stress levels

Control rod material selection based on FFTF and previous LMFBR experience

Releases from radioactive effluent handling systems to be as low as practicable

Provide highly reliable shutdown and decay heat removal systems

lar coefficient adequate to ensure reactor stability

Capability to both detect and locate failed fuel

Provide diagnostic instrumentation, independent of plant control and protection re-
quirements

Provide conservative design margins

Minimize reactor vessel penetrations

Capability to inspect reactor vessel boundary

Capability to operate ai reduced power on two loops

Capability for maintenance and inspection of reactor internals and head-mounted
equipment w'.ihout use of life support equipment

Develop system designs through RDT Standard F 1-2 type SDDs
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PRINCIPAL DESIGN PARAMETERS

1525 psig supe-heated steam at the superheater nozzle, with 90CTF/145Q ps»ig
Steam to the turbine.

Sodium pumps located in ho! leg of primary hea* transport system and cold
leg of intermediate heat transport system similar to FFTF

Argon cover gas over sodium surfaces.

Through reactor head refueling.

• Provision for limited iii-vessel fuel storage.

, Steel lined inerted vault construction and cooling provisions similar to FFTF.

Hydraulic core holddown similar to FFTF.

Provisions for on-site sodium storage, and for at least one loop sodium
storage within containment.

Three identical primary heat transport system loops, with one intermediate
heat exchanger per loop.

• Modular recirculating steam generators, with three modules per loop, com-
prising two evaporators and one superheater.

Removal of reactor decay heat through steam generators, with natural cir-
culation capability.

FFTF-based reactor and core support system with appropriate modifications.
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BASIS FOR SELECTION OF THERMAL-HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS

9O0°F/1450 psig steam at turbine throttle

975 MWt' reactor power

450' maximum head for sodium pumps

68.5°F minimum log mean temperature differential for IHX

Peak Burnup

• 80,000 MWd/T, initial core

. 150,000 MWd/T, ultimate goal

Parameters selected with some margin for stretch power capability

Minimize plant temperature differences arid thermal transients

Identical hydraulics for primary and intermediate pumps
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KEY THERMAL-HYDRAULIC AND STRUCTURAL DESIGN VALUES
AMD EXPECTED OPERATING CONDITIONS AT RATEO POW5B

Parameter

Reactor thermal power. M'.Vr

Fuel cladding maximum midwa!!
temperature, °F

Core mixed-mean outlet
temperature. =F

Reactor mixed-mean outlet
temperature. °F

Primary loop temperature
differential, °F

Reactor inlet tempsraturs. =F

Primary loop sodium flow rats,
10' gprh

Thermal-
Hydraulic

Design Value

975

-

-

995

265

730

33.5

Structural
Dasign Value

-

-

-

1015

300

775

-

Expected Operating
Conditions

Nominal Maximum

975

1?fi0

994

965

249

716

35.4

975

1310

-

974

260

725

36.8

Intermediate loop hot leg
temperature, °F

936

Cross-ov&r leg temperature. JF

Intermediate loop cold leg
temperature, °F

Int. loop temp, differential. :F

Intermediate loop sodium
flow rate. 1CP gpm

Feedvvater temperature. ~F

Water temperature at evaporator
inlet. =F

Water temperature in separator
drum. =F

Feedwater system recirciiatiori
ratio

Steam out^t temperature. ~f

Steam temperature at turbine
throttle. =F

856

651

235

29.5

450

544

618

2.0

905

900

965 929

955

27.33

450

536

615

907

900

935

775

355

845

625

850

641

29.2

450

542

617.5

908

900

Steam total flow rate. 3.34
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PRINCIPAL PLANT CHARACTERiSttCS

Reactor Power, MWt

Gross electrical power, MVVe

Net electrical pow&r, MVVe

Number of primary heat transport loops

Leg location for sodium pumps, primary/intermediate

Core fuel

Blanket fuel

Control rod absorbers

Primary plant materials

Fuel*cladding and assembly ducts

Initial core

Advanced cores

Total reactor sodium flow rate, 10s Ib/hr

Total intermediate sodium flow rate, 10' Ib/'nr

Feedwater temperature, "F

Steam pressure at turbine throttle, psig

Steam temperature at turbine throttle, °F

Total steam flow to turbine, 10s Ib/hr

Turbine generator plant gross efficiency, %

975

380

350

3

Hot/Cotd

PuO2AJO2

Depleted UO2

B«C

304 SS and 316 HSS

316 SS QiO% C.

Wire Wrap

Gridded

41.45

33.34

450

1450

900

3.34

39.0
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CRBRP PRINCIPAL HEACTOR PARAP/iETSFJS

Core Fuel Assemblies

Fuel rod outer diameter, in 0.23

Cladding thickness, mils 15

Rod pitch to diameter ratio 1.25

Core height, in 36

Axial blanket height at both ends, in 14

Fuel rods per assembly 217

Number of core assemblies . 193

Peak fuel burnup capability MWd/MT (Initial Core) 80.000

Peak linear power rating, kvv/ft 14.lt

Average linear power rating, kw/ft 7

Raaia) Slan'ot Ass^rr-blies

Rod outsr diameter, in 0.52

Cladding thickness, nils • . 15

Fuel rods per assembly • 61

Number of racia! blanket assemblies 150

Maximum linear power, kw/ft 19-2

Control Rod Asserrbiies 19

Refueling

Frequency, mor.ihs 12

Average number of core assemblies replaced 6S

Average number of rad'a! bianket assemblies replaced 25

Nuclear Parforrnanca

Initial fissile loading lo power ratio. kg/MWe . 3.02

Initial breeding ratio (#SS##?S'/f /.&#
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Figure 1. Artist's Concept of the Clinch Biysif Srsedar Reactor Plant
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